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Finders Agreements In A State Of Flux

Law360, New York (July 13, 2011) -- In light of today’s depressed capital markets, an

increasing number of companies and funds are seeking the advice of third-party

intermediaries for the purpose of raising capital or selling all or part of their business. These

intermediaries, sometimes known as “finders,” normally have access to a wide ranging

network of financial sources and often offer to facilitate fund raising in exchange for a fee.

The current legal framework does not clearly define what activities can be undertaken by

finders and often finders are not registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange

Commission, even when they should be. Regulators are becoming more stringent in their

enforcement of the broker-dealer registration rules and in light of the major disconnect

between the current legal framework and the practices by which capital for early stage

companies is raised, we believe more regulations are about to be promulgated.

This article examines the reasons why companies should carefully consider engaging a finder

and what potential pitfalls unregistered broker-dealer activities may trigger under federal and

New York state laws.

Whether a Finder Should Be Registered as Broker-Dealer with the
Security and Exchange Commission and Related Federal Securities
Law Implications

The federal securities laws generally govern whether a finder must register as a broker-

dealer, or conduct its activities in association with a registered broker-dealer. Section 3(a)

(4) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”) broadly defines “broker” as

“any person engaged in the business of effecting transactions in securities for the account

of others.”

Section 3(a)(5) of the Exchange Act defines “dealer” as “any person who engages in the

business of buying and selling securities for his own account, through a broker or otherwise.”

Section 15(a)(1) of the Exchange Act provides that it is unlawful for any broker or dealer to

effect any transaction in, or to induce or attempt to induce the purchase or sale of, any

security unless such broker or dealer is registered with the SEC.

In addition, registered broker-dealers must become members of the Financial Industry

Regulatory Authority, which imposes standards of professional conduct in order to insure

among other things that abusive sales practices are drastically reduced.

It has been argued that there should be a limited exception for finders who do not effect

transactions in securities, and limit their role to merely introducing willing buyers and sellers.

However, there is little case law on the subject and the SEC no-action letters addressing

this matter are fact-specific and often do not constitute reliable precedent.[1]

In a no-action letter the SEC staff explained: “[A]n intermediary who did nothing more than

bring merger- or acquisition-minded people or entities together and did not participate in



negotiations or settlements between them probably would not be a broker in securities and

not subject to the registration requirements of Section 15 of the Exchange Act; on the other

hand, an intermediary who plays an integral role in negotiating and effecting mergers or

acquisitions that involve transactions in securities generally would be deemed to be a broker

and required to register with the Commission.”[2]

In the April 2008 SEC "Guide to Broker-Dealer Registration," the SEC stated that a finder may

be required to register as a broker-dealer if any of the following factors are present:

Participation in important parts of a securities transaction, including soliciting,

negotiating or execution of the transaction;

Compensation for participation in the transaction depends upon, or is related to, the

outcome or size of the transaction or deal;

A prior engagement in the business of effecting or facilitating securities transactions;

and

Handling the securities or funds of others in connection with securities transactions.

There is no dispositive factor in determining whether a finder is considered a broker-dealer.

However, the SEC has made clear in its most recent no-action letters that it gives

significant importance to the manner in which a finder is compensated: if a finder’s

compensation is correlated to whether a transaction occurs (“success fee”) or the dollar

value of transaction (“percentage-based commission”), there may be an inherent incentive

for the finder to engage in abusive sales practices to effect the transaction.

In a no-action letter dated May 17, 2010, addressed to the law firm of Brumberg Mackey &

Wall PLC (“BMW”), the SEC makes clear that “[a] person’s receipt of transaction-based

compensation in connection with [effecting a transaction in securities, or inducing or

attempting to induce the purchase or sale of securities] is a hallmark of broker-dealer

activity.”[3] There, BMW sought to enter into an agreement with a certain company to raise

funds to finance its operations and development.

More specifically, “BMW would introduce to [the company] individuals and entities who ‘may

have an interest’ in providing financing to [the company] through investments in equity or

debt instruments of [the company]. In return, [the company] would pay BMW an amount

equal to a percentage of the gross amount [the company] raised as a result of BMW’s

introductions.”

Despite the fact that BMW was engaged principally in the practice of law, did not engage in

the practice of securities law and was not engaged in any activities involving securities, the

SEC found that BMW’s “proposed activities would require broker-dealer registration” since (1)

the “introduction to [the company] of only those persons with a potential interest in

investing in [the company] implies that BMW anticipates both ‘pre-screening’ potential

investors to determine their eligibility to purchase the securities, and ‘pre-selling’ [the

company’s] securities to gauge the investors’ interest” and (2) since the staff believed that

“receipt of compensation tied to successful investments in [the company’s] securities by

investors introduced to [the company] by BMW (i.e., transaction-based compensation)

would give BMW a ‘salesman’s stake’ in the proposed transactions and would create

heightened incentive for BMW to engage in sales efforts.”

Clearly, regulators are becoming more stringent in their enforcement of the broker-dealer

registration rules. In light of the major disconnect between the current legal framework and

the practices by which capital for early stage companies is raised, more regulations are

about to be enacted.

As further example of the tightening of the application of the current regulations, on June



19, 2009, the SEC entered into a settlement of an administrative proceeding against Ram

Capital Resources LLC (“Ram”) and its two principals for acting as unregistered broker Ram,

and its principals engaged in the business of identifying and soliciting investors to participate

in private investments in public companies (“PIPE”).[4]

Between 2001 and 2005, Ram through its two principals engaged in the business of

identifying and soliciting investors, a majority of which were hedge funds to participate in

PIPEs. The investors compensated Ram by paying it a percentage of the gross amount

invested, and in most instances allocated to it a certain percentage of any warrants

received in connection with the investment.

Ram did not limit its activities to introducing potential interested parties but also played a

role in structuring and negotiating the terms of these PIPE offerings. For example, the

principals often drafted and distributed to issuers and investors the initial term sheet

outlining the terms of the PIPE offering; moreover, they advised whether the offering should

be structured as a convertible debt offering or a common stock offering and continued to

remain involved in the offering by negotiating the terms of the relevant documents, including

the securities purchase agreement.

The SEC noted that although the principals of Ram “knew or were reckless in not knowing

that Ram’s compensation structure for its services required Ram to register as a broker-

dealer,” at no point in time did they register while engaging in the conduct alleged therein.

As a result of the conduct described above, the SEC found that RAM “willfully” violated

Section 15(a) of the Exchange Act.

The SEC deemed appropriate to impose sanctions pursuant to Sections 15(b) and 21C of the

Exchange Act and ordered, among other things: (1) the two principals to be suspended from

any association with any broker or dealer for a period of 12 months; and (2) penalties of

about $538,000 per principal.

This settlement is unique in the way the SEC proceeded against Ram based on the mere

failure to register as a broker-dealer. Only few, if any, enforcement proceedings had been

initiated by the SEC unless such failure to register was accompanied by fraud or some other

form of misconduct.

It is also worth nothing that Form D, as amended effective September 15, 2008, requires

companies to disclose fees paid to finders, and therefore makes it easier for regulators to

reveal abusive practices.

Federal Case Law

In SEC v. Kramer[5], the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Florida stated: “The

distinction between a finder and a broker, however, remains largely unexplored, and both the

case law and the Commission’s informal, 'no-action' letter advice is highly dependent upon

the facts of a particular arrangement.”

According to the court, “the Commission’s proposed single-factor “transaction-based

compensation” test for broker activity … is an inaccurate statement of the law .... As this

order exhaustively explains, an array of factors determine the presence of broker activity. In

the absence of a statutory definition enunciating otherwise, the test for broker activity must

remain cogent, multi-faceted, and controlled by the Exchange Act.”

New York Law

New York law recognizes a finder as “someone who finds, interests, introduces and brings

parties together for a business transaction that the parties themselves negotiate and

consummate.”[6] As one court has explained, “[f]inders find potential buyers or sellers,



stimulate interest and bring parties together. Brokers bring the parties to an agreement on

particular terms.”[7]

For a finder to recover under a finder’s agreement there must be a causal relation between

the introduction of the parties and the ultimate conclusion of the transaction.[8] Moreover,

courts have consistently required that the finder show more than his services was a

necessary “but-for” condition, and prove a continuing connection between the finder’s

service and the ultimate transaction. In addition, some courts have directed the payment of

a finder’s fee in situations where the consummation of the transaction at issue flowed not

directly from the finder’s initial introduction, but indirectly from a chain of introductions

initiated by the finder.

Potential Pitfalls

A finder acting as a broker-dealer not only triggers fines and penalties under federal and

state law and makes it difficult for the broker-dealer to enforce any related fee

arrangements but can also have consequences over the company that engages the

unregistered broker-dealer.

Section 29(b) of the Exchange Act renders void any contract made in violation of the

Exchange Act or its rule and regulations. Therefore, any investor that purchases securities

may have the right to void the purchase agreement and claim that the funds be returned

just because the purchase was arranged by an unregistered broker-dealer.

In addition, the use of an unregistered broker-dealer could cause a company to lose the

exemption from registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 it may have relied

upon in that transaction and most importantly, lose the ability to raise capital in the future

since the SEC may ban the company from conducting private placement offerings in the

future.

Finally, the SEC may seek an injunction to enjoin the finder’s activities, issue a cease-and-

desist order following notice and a hearing, and may, although unlikely, refer the matter to the

government for criminal prosecution.

Conclusion

Given the lack of clarity of the current legal framework and the recent tendency of the

regulators to apply registration rules more stringently, companies should proceed with

extreme caution when engaging a finder.

If a finder is not registered as broker-dealer, a company or fund should consider, among

other things: (1) the finder’s role overall and ferret out whether it will be restricted to merely

bringing two parties together or whether the finder will participate in negotiating and

structuring the transaction; (2) the finder’s history of involvement in securities transactions;

and (3) the finder’s compensation and whether it is a flat fee or contingent on the success

of the transaction.

If a finder is not a registered broker-dealer, a company should consider consulting with an

attorney and therefore avoid assuming unintentional long-term risks and liability.
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